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Before Christmas 2008, few people considered The 
University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost 
College to be among the elite chess programs in the 
country.
The chess team has made great strides over the years. 
The team was ranked 10th before the Pan American 
Collegiate Chess Championships last December. 
They surprised all by tying for third with two other 
universities and qualifying for the 2009 President’s Cup: 
The Final Four of College Chess in Dallas.
But after a strong third-place finish and only one point 
out of first place, UTB/TSC opened the eyes of the 
collegiate chess world in its first Final Four competition 
against such national powerhouses as The University 
of Texas at Dallas and The University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County.
UTB/TSC finished third with a 1-1-1 record and 6.5 
points, only one point behind UTD and UMBC, which 
tied for first with 7.5 points. UMBC won on tiebreakers.
”It’s quite an accomplishment for UTB/TSC to finish 
with positive points in its first Final Four,” organizer and 
UTD Chess Program Director Jim Stallings said.
“I was incredibly proud of our team,” UTB/TSC Chess 
“See you at the REK!” will be a permanent campus 
catch-phrase for faculty, students and staff, now that 
the long-awaited Recreation, Education and Kinesiology 
(REK) Center is finally open.
From its distinctive tile-top tower to its cantilevered 
indoor running track to its pool and state-of-the-art 
weight training center, the REK will be a magnet for 
campus social life, as well as a center for health and 
fitness.
One wing of the new 108,891-square-foot building 
provides space for class instruction and campus 
recreation activities. The other wing houses campus 
recreation offices and the Department of Health and 
Human Performance in the School of Education.
“This long-anticipated complex will play an integral role 
in transforming the campus,” said Campus Recreation 
Director Laurie Braden, who is responsible for managing 
the complex. 
The REK is the culmination of a student initiative that 
began in 2005 when a group known as the REKing Crew 
formed to make a student fitness center a reality. 
The student body voted overwhelmingly in favor of a 
student fee to fund the facility. As planning continued, 
the 2004 bond issue provided for a much-needed 
health and human performance education building. The 
two projects were combined to create a first-class dual 
purpose facility.
“From impacting student recruitment and retention to 
providing a first class facility for the campus community 
to pursue healthy activities, the REK Center will be 
pivotal to our community’s success,” Braden said. “This 
facility will enable students to transform their lives and 
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Technology meets beauty as the new Library and 
Classroom Buildings start to become part of the 
university’s silhouette and quickly near completion. 
Both projects are on schedule, with move-ins anticipated 
to take place over the summer, to be up and running for 
the fall 2009 semester. 
When the new 43,300-square-foot library is completed, 
visitors will be greeted by a mosaic tile mural by Mexican 
artist Sergio Higareda on its façade.
the library’s open-air rotunda 
embraces brownsville’s typical blue 
skies and rain showers equally. 
Inside, there’s an atrium-style reference computer section, 
complete with large arched windows, providing a view of 
the greenery around the Lozano Banco Resaca. 
Along with the reference and interlibrary loan desks and 
the circulation office, another exciting element of the 
first floor will be an Internet cafe. 
Floors two and three continue with more circulating 
collection stacks, video and listening labs, a learning 
resource center, study carrels, open seating and a  
variety of offices. 
“The new Library is a blending of the past with the 
future, a mix of technology with traditional service-
oriented assistance that libraries have always provided, 
creating an environment that will provide the best of 
online services with a personal touch and give our 
students and faculty a location they can use for study 
or relaxation,” said Doug Ferrier, dean of Instructional 
Support Services.
After the move has taken place from the UTB/TSC 
flagship Arnulfo L. Oliveira Library, remodeling of that 
facility will commence with an emphasis on creating an 
expanded archives area with closed stacks. Some library 
services such as acquisitions and cataloguing will remain 
at Oliveira.
Next door to the new Library, the new Classroom 
Building will have five medium, three large and two 
extra-large tiered seating classrooms, which will 
help    to ease the campus-wide shortage of classrooms     
and lecture halls while preparing for UTB/TSC’s 
expected growth.
Another facility scheduled for move-in this summer 
is the Center for Early Childhood Studies. This mini–
campus, which will serve 160 children, sits across from 
student housing on the Fort Brown Resaca peninsula. 
It includes an administration, multi-purpose building and 
four casitas, each with two classrooms. Children ages 
3-5 will attend pre-school here, freeing up space in the 
Raul J. Guerra Childcare Center. 
“Not only will this be an excellent new preschool facility, 
it is also designed as a laboratory for UTB/TSC faculty 
and students to study early childhood education. Each 
casita has an observation room in the middle to view 
both classrooms,” said Dr. Gayle Brogdon, associate 
dean and teacher certification officer in the School of 
Education. Registration is now taking place for classes 
beginning with the fall semester in August.
The Arts Center is also beginning to take center stage of 
construction with a set completion of late 2009 or early 
2010. This nautilus-inspired performance hall and music 
building will serve the UTB/TSC’s award-winning music 
department with teaching studios, two rehearsal halls, a 
patrons’ room and a small recital hall, along with a first-
floor lobby designed to function as a visual arts gallery 
or a venue for special events.
Renovation of the International Technology, Education 
and Commerce Center (ITEC Center) was completed just 
before the end of last year, and instruction began in the 
new classrooms in January for the spring 2009 semester. 
Faculity and students alike are enjoying the new spaces, 
citing the perks of table-and-chair seating, audio/visual 
classrooms, tiered seating in some of the classrooms, 
a pleasant lounge and computer station area, the pre-
architecture classrooms and easy parking.
As all the 2004 bond-funded construction projects have 
come to fruition or are nearing completion, a new state-
funded facility just broke ground in April. 
This $33.8 million Science and Technology Learning 
Center will house the Center for Biomedical Studies and 
UTB/TSC’s growing research departments. Situated 
behind the Biology and Life & Health Sciences Buildings, 
the new complex will be just a short walk from the 
Student Union, parking and the resaca footbridge to the 
Education & Business Complex, new Library and new 
Classroom Building.
“this facility is going to 
dramatically expand our ability to 
conduct biomedical research focusing 
on health problems – including 
diabetes, alzheimer’s, cancer and heart 
disease – that disproportionately 
affect the lower rio grande valley,” 
said vice president for partnership 
affairs david pearson. “this work will 
accelerate the flow of additional 
research dollars to the university.”
With 11 laboratories and community outreach offices, 
the center will support cutting-edge efforts in biology, 
biotechnology and medicine, building momentum for the 
flow of additional research dollars to the university.
campus 
construction taking shape
laying the foundation 
A two-year pre-architecture program will begin this 
fall at The University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas 
Southmost College.
Approved by the Texas Southmost College Board of 
Trustees, Assistant Professor of Architecture Studies Dr. 
Murad Abusalim, Fine Arts Department Chair Dr. Sue 
Zanne Urbis and others worked to establish the program. 
“there has been such great 
enthusiasm and support for this 
program, and i must give a special 
thanks to dr. josé martín for his 
advice and assistance,” abusalim 
said.“ all departments are on 
board, working with us to create a 
comprehensive, sustainable, 
two-year curriculum.”
The pre-architecture program has been designed 
to allow students to complete all core curriculum 
requirements (35 credit hours) along with the necessary 
pre-architecture courses (30 credit hours) to achieve an 
Associate in Science in Architecture. Having the required 
65 credit hours will enable students to transfer to a 
university that offers a bachelor’s degree in architecture. 
UTB/TSC is building upon its proven models to create 
a program that works closely with the Architecture 
Department at Texas Tech University in Lubbock. This 
partnership would provide a seamless pathway into the 
second half of the architecture program. It also would 
foster an exchange program for both students and 
professors.
The pre-architecture program has moved into its space 
in the newly remodeled International Technology, 
Education and Commerce Center and is expected to be 
in full swing for the fall semester. “The Lower Rio Grande 
Valley Chapter of the American Institute of Architects 
has been very supportive in this effort and in offering to 
help the university with the program, ”Abusalim said.
Abusalim, originally from Gaza, received his bachelor’s 
degree at Near East University in Cyprus. After returning 
home, he worked seven years for the Ministry of Youth, 
developing projects such as women’s centers, child care 
centers and sports facilities.
Abusalim was awarded a Fulbright scholarship in 2002, 
taking him and his family to Texas Tech University,  
where he received his master’s in 2004 and his 
doctorate in 2008. 
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                                             alumni profile:  
denise blanchard
College was a marathon, not a sprint, for Capitol Hill 
staffer Denise Blanchard, and she wants her story to 
inspire other single mothers to “keep on going.”
Chief of staff for U.S. Rep. Solomon Ortiz, D-Corpus 
Christi, Blanchard organizes the congressman’s busy 
office and has a direct hand in many projects and 
legislation benefiting the Rio Grande Valley and  
its residents.
service to the community is 
her life’s goal; blanchard said 
education made it possible.
“Don’t give up on your dreams. You can’t let 
circumstances or people serve as roadblocks to fulfilling 
your potential or your higher calling,” said Blanchard, a 
1995 graduate of the University of Texas at Brownsville  
and Texas Southmost College. “Education is your key.”
Blanchard wants others to know that it took her about 
a decade to earn her degree in political science with 
a business minor. Marriage, motherhood, divorce and 
work all came in between, but she kept at it.
In 1991, she signed on as special projects director 
with Ortiz and rose to become his chief of staff in 
2008. Work in Washington, D.C., and in the district 
keeps her on the go, with projects ranging from 
emergency management and veterans affairs to colonia 
redevelopment.
“Everything that I have done has been about serving 
others,” Blanchard said. “It’s not just a job. It’s not just 
about the pay. For me, it has to be about what I believe in.”
Blanchard is grateful for the help and encouragement 
she received from her UTB/TSC professors as she 
worked her way through college and fit classes around 
family life.
“i could not have done it without 
utb/tsc,” said the hanna high 
school graduate. “utb/tsc is so 
important to so many working 
people in our community. that’s why 
the congressman is committed to 
helping the university thrive.”
Music programs at The University of Texas at Brownsville 
and Texas Southmost College have always thrived with its 
border address and international reputation.
That reputation is truly being heard ‘round the world after 
two triumphant performance tours abroad by the UTB/
TSC Master Chorale. Chorale members are back from a 
week-long Italian odyssey that took them from Vatican 
City to theaters and cathedrals in Assisi and Lucca. 
In 2007, the chorale traveled out of the country for  
the first time, to perform at St. Patrick’s Day festivities  
in Dublin, Ireland.
“these international invitations 
and performances are indicative 
of the high profile that our 
music program here at utb/tsc 
has attained and the tremendous 
opportunities that we can offer 
musically gifted students 
of the rio grande valley,” said 
dr. daniel j. heimmermann, dean of 
the college of liberal arts.
Highlights of the March tour to Italy included singing at 
High Mass at St. Peter’s Basilica in Vatican City. There 
were also appearances at Sant’Andrea Della Valle 
Church in Rome, the Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi in 
Assisi and Teatro San Romano in Lucca. 
The group also did an impromptu performance inside 
the historic Coliseum in Rome, singing “May The Lord 
Bless You And Keep You” and the “UTB/TSC  
Alma Mater.”
“To see all those people come to a dead stop to watch them 
sing and the applause and cheering in the Coliseum was 
incredible,” said Dr. Sue Zanne Urbis, associate professor 
and chair of the Fine Arts Department.
The Lucca concert drew two women from England who 
arrived in the city on the day of the show during a week-
long vacation in Italy. Judith Cooper and Jackie Dickens, 
both of Brighton, learned about the concert from a flyer 
they saw in a restaurant.
“We just thought it looked good with Mozart, Verdi,” 
Cooper said about the chorale’s repertoire.
The week also included seeing some of Italy’s most 
popular sites, such as the Tomb of St. Francis of Assisi 
and the Forum in Rome.
“The Italy tour was, indeed, a pinnacle for us, but as we 
look to the future, we know there is potential for many 
more successes,” Master Chorale Director Dianne 
Brumley said of the six-year-old group. 
The trip marked one of the final times the chorale’s 
graduating seniors will perform together.
Brenda Alicia Gamez, a senior psychology major from 
Brownsville, started singing with the chorale in fall 2006 
and graduated in May.
“This was the perfect way to end my undergraduate 
career,” Gamez said. “I’ve worked so hard in my studies 
and given so much throughout the years, and this was 
the best reward I could have ever imagined.”
The university paid a bulk of the travel costs for the 
chorale to travel overseas, but members had to raise 
$300 and any spending money they wanted to take 
on the trip. Other funds came from a 47-member 
companion tour, the Pasta and Puccini Fundraiser  
hosted by Joe Kinney at Cobbleheads of Brownsville 
and the Pirates and Music by the Bay event organized 
by Scott Friedman, owner of Pirates Landing in Port 
Isabel and a member of the UTB/TSC Development 
Board. Rosie Fruia, also a member of the UTB/TSC 
Development Board, was event chair. 
Three Master Chorale students who work at area  
H-E-Bs made the trip. The students are Israel Hinojosa 
and Frank Zamarron, both of Harlingen, and Lina Zamora 
of Brownsville. H-E-B has also been active in the arts by 
supporting the construction of the Arts Center set to 
open in 2010 behind Jacob Brown Auditorium.  
“It’s really nice to see all the support fine arts has,” said 
chorale member Jesus “Willie” Morales, a senior music 
performance (piano) major from Laredo who plans to 
graduate this summer. “Everyone pulled together to give 
us an experience of a lifetime.”
campus 
construction taking shape
italian dreams come true
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Alumni... 
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Drop us a line at :
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update: 
power of two
Students can expect to see more linked courses 
this fall semester as part of the Power of Two.
A dozen course combinations will be offered 
in various programs of study, said Ethel Cantu, 
associate vice president for Academic Affairs.
“We are going to expand our Power of Two by 
incorporating more learning communities,” she 
said. “Some of them will be integrated; others 
will be cohorts.”
The Power of Two (Po2) is a new concept of 
combined learning where two classes are taken 
the same semester with material integrated 
between the two courses.
Cantu said courses that are integrated will have 
cross-learning areas in which students learn 
from cross-disciplines while enrolled in two or 
more classes simultaneously. 
“In their reading class, students are learning 
strategies to read for their government class,” 
Cantu said.
Students will receive supplemental instruction and 
help from the university’s Student Success Center.
“We want students to have all the necessary 
tools to be successful,” Cantu said. “We want 
students to use the resources available to them.” 
As part of the same Power of Two learning 
communities’ pilot program, incoming students 
who qualify can be paired up to take courses 
in criminal justice, education, music, computer 
literacy, computer science and engineering, 
following students’ respective programs of 
study, Cantu said.
The pilot program class range size will be 
from 20 to 60 students and students enrolled 
in these courses must take the Applied 
Communication class.
“What they all have in common is Applied 
Communication, which has the student success 
module that gives students the first-year 
university experience,” Cantu said. 
Cantu said that, far too often, first-year students take 
courses they are not ready for or that are not required. 
Academic advisers will have access to  
register students.
“I think this is an extraordinary possibility 
because learning communities give students 
an opportunity to meet other students in their 




Hollywood composer John Hunter will take time off from 
work on two new feature film projects to accept The 
University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost 
College Distinguished Alumnus Award.
A student at TSC in the 1980s, Hunter is the cofounder 
of Dallas-based Juniper Music Productions and has 
written the scores for several Hollywood productions. 
Called “one of the top music shops in the U.S.,” Juniper 
also has provided music for the ad campaigns of clients 
such as McDonald’s and Texas Lottery.
Now living on the West Coast, Hunter is working on a Rob 
Schneider comedy, “American Virgin,” and a martial arts 
action film, “Tekken,” based on a popular video game.
Hunter says Juniper aims to be a versatile player in film 
and advertising and is also exploring new ventures in 
video games.
Hunter has grateful memories of such professors as 
Art Brownlow and Terry Tomlin, who taught him well 
and gave him the confidence he needed to go on to the 
prestigious Berklee College of Music.
“TSC was a great springboard for me,” Hunter said. “The 
year and a half I spent there really did prepare me for the 
rest of my time at Berklee.”
Composer of the school’s alma mater, “Hail the Orange 
& White,” Hunter has other permanent connections to 
the campus. The John H. Hunter Room, which contains 
archives and special collections in the Arnulfo L. Oliveira 
Memorial Library, is named for his grandfather.
“I wish my grandfather was still around,” Hunter said. 
“He was obviously a believer in South Texas having a 
first-class university. I’m sure he’s looking down, giving 
me the thumbs up.”
Several Gorgas Science Foundation-sponsored nature 
films also feature scores by Hunter. He and his wife 
Sonia have two children, Nicole and Wolfgang.
daa profile:
dr. manuel garza guajardo
Dr. Manuel Garza Guajardo has a story to tell about 
dreams and expectations.
The first in his family to attend college, he remembers 
how Texas Southmost College supported his goal of 
becoming a doctor after a high school counselor advised 
him to learn a trade instead.
Many years and a medical degree later, Guajardo was 
a recipient of this year’s The University of Texas at 
Brownsville and Texas Southmost College Distinguished 
Alumnus Award. The longtime Brownsville obstetrician 
and member of the Texas Medical Board is grateful to 
the school that expected the best for him and helped 
him reach his dream.
“I think TSC started me on the right path. They got me 
started and gave me the guidance and support that I 
needed,” Guajardo says. “That was important because 
someone else was trying to guide me to become a welder!”
Guajardo completed his undergraduate degree at The 
University of Texas at San Antonio, and then earned his 
medical degree from The University of Texas at Houston 
Health Science Center. 
“I feel honored and humbled more than anything,” 
Guajardo says. “UTB/TSC is a good institution and 
has really grown tremendously. It has a lot to offer the 
community; it gives students the potential to advance 
and do well.”
Guajardo is a founder, president and chairman of 
Brownsville Doctors Hospital. He was recently 
reappointed by Gov. Rick Perry to the state board that 
oversees physicians, after serving several years on its 
district review committee.
Guajardo is married to Edna Villarreal Guajardo and 
is the father of two children, Lorena Allessandra and 
Manuel Lorenzo, who is currently a UTB/TSC student.
AD
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 PLANNED GIVING: AN INFORMATIVE SEMINAR 
Paul Youngdale, Executive Director, University of Texas Foundation
July 29, 2009  —  12:00-2:00 p.m.









Order a compilation of the UTB/TSC 
Master Chorale's recent tour of Italy, 
including their live performance at the 
Vatican in St. Peter's Bascilica. For more 
information contact (956) 882-7244 or 
mary.j.radford@utb.edu.
>>




We invite you to bring to our attention 
deserving candidates for the Distinguished 
Alumnus Award. To request a nomination 
form, contact the Division of Institutional 
Advancement at  (956) 882-4322.
>>
sap update
Students are taking greater care when it comes to 
planning their educational career at The University of 
Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College.
The change for some students occurred as a result of the 
implementation of the Satisfactory Academic Progress 
(SAP) policy, university officials have said. 
The Academic Advising Center has seen an increase 
in students visiting the offices for career planning and 
proper selection of courses and programs of study 
after the implementation of SAP, said Andreina Galvan, 
associate director for Academic Advising. 
For students to avoid missing SAP, they must maintain a 
2.0 cumulative GPA and complete at least 70 percent of 
the credit hours since they first began to take courses at 
UTB/TSC.
If students fail to meet either requirement, they are 
placed on probation for a semester. 
If students do not meet the SAP requirements after a 
semester, they will be suspended for a long semester. 
“We have noticed more students come in for their 
contracts and to meet with an adviser to select their 
courses,” Galvan said. “We know students are being 
more cautious of what they are doing in their classes 
because they don’t want to fall behind.”
In fall 2008, 1,584 students were on probation and 536 
students had been suspended, Galvan said. Of those 
suspended, a handful were allowed to return to UTB/
TSC through the SAP appeal process.
“We’ve made the appeal process a more educational 
one,” said Ethel Cantu, associate vice president for 
Academic Affairs. “Students have to put together a plan 
that includes how they are going to pay for their classes.”
Students allowed to return must follow a strict contract 
that includes career counseling, attending workshops and 
receiving instruction from the Student Success Center.
“We want students to receive an education and be able 
to move on to a career of their desire with affordable 
education in the least amount of time possible,” Cantu 
said. “We noticed that a lot of students had a lot of debt, 
and implementing SAP was the right thing to do.”
Galvan and Cantu agree that students are taking their 
courses much more seriously than before.
“Students are working hard for their grades,” Galvan 
said. “They are going to the Student Success Center to 
receive instruction and keeping up with their contracts.”
UTB/TSC statistics show that students’ grade point 
averages have gone up, fewer are dropping courses, and 
the failing rate is lower than before.
“All these benefit the institution because that means more 
students are staying in class,” Cantu said. “It all comes 
back to the students and that’s what is most important.”
For more information about SAP, contact the Academic 
Advising Center at (956) 882-7362.
The University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas 
Southmost College has taken teaching excellence to 
another level with establishment of the new Center for 
Teaching and Learning.  
The vision for the center is to help professors by providing 
techniques for effective management and leadership and 
by integrating technology into the classroom. 
“I feel fortunate to be the founding director. This center 
is something our university needed and it’s going to 
be a place for the new and old to help improve student 
learning outcomes,” said Dr. James Telese, director of 
the Center for Teaching and Learning. 
Telese has taught undergraduate and graduate courses 
in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction in the 
School of Education since 1995. He also initiated the first 
master’s degree program in that department, with an 
emphasis in mathematics education.
The center is a critical component of the Quality 
Enhancement Plan (The Power of Two) focusing on 
linking courses together in order to integrate curriculum 
and better assist students by creating labs and providing 
mentors to students.
Faculty will be able to help each other by conducting 
assessments, having sit-ins and being mentored in how 
to be successful.
The center is working on changing the face of the 
university by helping professors understand and better 
meet student needs.  
“Teachers teaching teachers is the basis of our program,” 
said Telese. “Training has already been implemented this 
semester. I think it’s a stepping stone to changing the 
mood of the university.”
The center will also work alongside the Department of 
Distance Education and Instructional Technologies in 
order to strengthen the university’s teaching, learning and 
research activities. This will engage faculty to participate 
in emerging technology for instructional purposes.
new center to give new ideas to professors
tsc trustee profile:
rené torres
René Torres learned a valuable lessson about giving to 
others from his father. With his quiet actions, Tomás 
Torres was a strong role model for his children. 
“My dad was always giving, even though we came from 
very humble beginnings,” Torres said. “If there was 
someone who came into town that he met somewhere 
and didn’t have a place to stay, they stayed at our home.”
That sense of caring is what spurred Torres to run for 
the Texas Southmost College Board of Trustees. He was 
elected in April of 2008.
“I care very much about our community. As an educator, I 
have learned that students should come first,” Torres said. 
“I believe that the educational opportunities must meet 
the needs of the students. I will strive to see that funding 
is spent on student needs and support services. I want to 
ensure that we are doing the best for our students.”  
The Brownsville native and former educator began his 
career in education in 1971 and officially ended it in 
2004 with his retirement as an assistant professor in 
the UTB/TSC Curriculum and Instruction Department. 
His commitment to students, however, has never been 
stronger, as he works tirelessly to provide quality, 
affordable higher education to the community.
An avid sports fan, Torres follows the Scorpion teams 
passionately, and he can be seen at most games, rain or 
shine. He distinguished himself as a standout baseball 
player in high school and college before becoming 
known as a leading authority on South Texas sports 
history. Torres was inducted into the RGV Sports Hall of 
Fame in 2007.
He writes for several publications, including the “History 
and Heritage” community page for The Brownsville Herald. 
He plans to write a book based on his newspaper columns.
Torres lends his time to numerous civic boards, and 
he was recently honored for his volunteerism by the 
American Institute of Public Service.
Torres and his wife of 34 years, Lucy Tijerina, have two 
daughters and two grandsons.
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They studied the intricate workings of building blocks 
of human life, the depths of outer space, and they 
pioneered an international club.
Over the last two years, the 24 students who graduated 
as the first class of The University of Texas at 
Brownsville and Texas Southmost College Mathematics 
and Science Academy have had anything but the usual 
high school experience. 
“I just felt I wanted what the academy had to offer,” said 
17-year-old Emily Boster, who is graduating with a 4.0 
grade point average. “I wanted something more than the 
typical high school education.”
Most of Boster’s classmates had similar reasons for 
choosing to be a part of the inaugural class when the 
academy launched in fall 2007, each looking for a 
challenge, and an opportunity or a jump start on college.
Established by the 79th Texas Legislature, the academy 
allows students to take college classes on campus 
taught by UTB/TSC faculty and complete two years of 
college while finishing their junior and senior years of 
high school.
Because of the academy’s course schedule, which ties 
college courses to the high school requirements, each 
student graduated with at least 60 hours of college 
credit and some earned an associate degree when they 
received their high school diplomas.
“I would always hear stories of how people could get 
into college when they were 16, and I wanted to know 
how they did that,” said Moises Castillo, who needs only 
72 more hours to earn a bachelor’s degree. “So, when I 
heard about the program and that I could earn college 
credit, I knew I wanted to be a part of that. I think my 
favorite part of the program is I feel I can learn here.”
Four of the seniors graduated with a 4.0 GPA and 100 
percent were accepted into colleges or universities, 
including UTB/TSC, The University of Texas at Austin, 
Texas A&M and New York University; and 22 were 
inducted into the National Honor Society.
However, students did more than sit in classrooms 
intermixed with UTB/TSC students. Mathematics and 
Science Academy students also took advantage of the 
chance to be a part of university life. Students joined the 
chess team, played in music ensembles, studied at the 
Center for Gravitational Wave Astronomy, and started 
the university’s first Circle K club. 
 “It really blossomed into a program that truly meets 
the educational desires of students,” Principal Edward 
J. Argueta said. “And when you have students working 
alongside graduate students and with professors 
doing groundbreaking research in computer science or 
studying the brain, that is just awesome.”
“We also have a student who started a Circle K Club, a 
leadership organization that is a branch of the Kiwanis 
Club on campus,” he said. “Now, he is the Lieutenant 
Governor for the whole southern region, the youngest 
for the area ever.”
Argueta also said that despite the academy’s rigorous 
course work, they are developing more than just the 
students’ academic maturity. In order to graduate from 
MSA, students must also have at least 75 hours of 
community service.
“There is more going on here than making a future 
scientist” he said. “We are planting seeds for these 
students to grow as citizens and with a sense of 
humanity. Our students are planting vines at the border 
fence, and they are helping at beach cleanups and 
science fairs.”
Cynthia Mireles credits the academy for giving her a 
chance to flourish and develop more than just her math 
and science skills.
“When I came here, I basically did not know how to read, 
write or speak fluently in English,” said Mireles, who 
moved to Harlingen from Mexico a few years ago. “I was 
smart, but there was that barrier, which is why I excelled 
at math. Numbers are the same in every language.”
Argueta and the staff and counselors at the academy 
took the time to help Mireles polish her skills and study 
habits, coming from a 60 on her first college exam to a 
3.7 GPA.
“It can be intimidating when you are sitting in a class of 
more than 50 college students,” she said. “It is definitely 
not like high school, but if it wasn’t for MSA, I would not 
be as prepared as I am now. This program is a bridge 
that introduces high school students to the college 
experience in a slow, comfortable process, and I would 
not change any experience here.”
“Except to make it longer,” Mireles said, smiling. 
At spring commencement, the students walked across 
the stage with the other college graduates from UTB/
TSC, and they still had a senior banquet, a junior-senior 
prom, class clubs and a student council. 
“It was bittersweet to leave,” MSA Student Council 
President Andrew Garcia said. “It is good to move on 
to the future with basically my first two years of college 
already behind me, and I expected that from MSA, but 
what I didn’t expect was the friends.
“We are a very close class, and we all made friends,” he 
said. “I will always cherish these memories.”
first students to graduate from  
math and science academy
getting the word out
From the Master Chorale’s tour of Italy to discovering 
radio pulsars in outer space, The University of Texas 
at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College’s new 
marketing campaign rings true: “No boundaries.”
utb/tsc has rolled out its new campaign 
and tagline, “no boundaries,” focusing 
on promoting quality, affordability, 
career opportunities and excellence. 
“The new look and positioning statement ‘Knowledge 
Knows No Boundaries’ was developed around response 
to student focus groups and meetings with university 
staff and administrators,” said Meloney Linder, associate 
vice president for Marketing and Communication.  
“The campus community wanted an updated look and 
statement that would educate the community on the 
level of excellence and benefits of attending UTB/TSC.”
The university’s new enrollment campaign, which 
was unveiled in April, will run through a mix of media, 
including television, radio, internet, billboards and print, 
reaching out to high school students, 18- to 24-year-
olds, adult learners, current students, alumni and the 
community at large. 
The campaign is the brainchild of the university’s new 
marketing company, Anderson Marketing Group of 
San Antonio, which started working with UTB/TSC in 
January 2009.
Kim Gresham, president of Anderson Marketing Group, 
said the new look and message will be most effective for the 
university’s largest target audience, 18- to 26-year-olds.
“We felt an effective communication tool should be 
edgy, but modern, sophisticated and concise,” she said. 
“We use visual hierarchy for clear communication. A 
dominant, one-word headline quickly relays our message 
to the viewer, imagery is secondary, and supporting 
content is last.”
“since the university has so much 
equity in orange and white, these 
are the colors predominantly used 
in our campaign” gresham said. 
UTB/TSC is fairly new to a unified marketing plan for the 
university. In 2005, The Ampersand Agency, based in 
Austin, created the university’s first with the “More Than 
You Imagine” campaign, which ran until the launch of the 
new campaign.
“While ‘More Than You Imagine’ was developed in 2005 
as a unifying message for university, it is not uncommon 
for organizations to update their look and positioning 
statements to keep the marketing fresh,” Linder said. 
“‘Knowledge Knows No Boundaries’ is very versatile. We 
feel it will help us reinforce the quality of UTB/TSC.”
This is not Anderson Marketing Groups’ first dip into 
marketing an institution of higher learning. Texas A&M 
University-Corpus Christi and The University of Texas 
at San Antonio were also clients of one of San Antonio’s 
oldest and largest advertising and marketing agencies. 
The firm is also currently working with Alamo Colleges.




Construction of UTB/TSC’s $25 million Arts 
Center is on target, and Fort Brown Campus 
visitors can already see its distinctive nautilus-
inspired design taking shape.
Within that curved-wall design, the interior 
structure – with rehearsal spaces, teaching 
studios, dressing rooms and a performance 
hall – provides a glimpse of how the much-
anticipated building will function. 
“The tiered concrete for the performance hall 
seating has been floored for both the first floor 
and the balcony area, and the stage also is 
taking shape,” said Veronica Mendez, assistant 
vice president for Planning and Construction. 
“You can really get a sense for how that 
performance hall is going to feel.”
The new building will provide a stage large 
enough for the Bravo Opera Company, 
Symphony Orchestra, Wind Ensemble, Master 
Chorale, Mariachi Escorpión, Jazz Bands and 
other groups in the Fine Arts Department.
Student musicians from the Lower Rio Grande 
Valley will also be welcomed for University 
Interscholastic League competitions, festivals 
and community events.
As interior work progresses and mechanical 
systems are installed, workers have begun 
laying The Arts Center’s warm brick facade.
“The detailing that is reminiscent of historic Fort 
Brown is starting to reveal itself,” Mendez said. 
“It has always been important to the university 
to keep our campus buildings in the same 
family.  Like any family, each individual has its 
own character and purpose, but you can tell 
they’re all part of the same family.”
Fine Arts Department Chairwoman and 
Associate Professor of Music Sue Zanne Urbis 
says she is delighted to watch construction of 
The Arts Center progress.
“in brownsville, there isn’t 
a performance hall with this 
kind of a stage and this seating 
capacity,” urbis said. “it’s the 
kind of venue anyone would 
be proud of. i think our 
students deserve that, our 
professors deserve that, and 
our audiences deserve that.”
The Arts Center was designed by Studio 
Red Architects of Houston. Skanska USA is 
contractor for the project, with Broaddus & 
Associates as project manager.
Construction is scheduled to be complete by 
the end of 2009, with faculty moving in by the 
spring of 2010, Mendez said. The Arts Center is 
located to the east of Jacob Brown Auditorium 
and overlooks the Fort Brown Resaca. 
Generous gifts from local families and businesses 
toward construction of The Arts Center are bringing this 
important addition to the campus skyline ever closer     
to reality. 
Recent significant contributions toward the $25 million 
project include Ruben and Bernice Edelstein and 
Alejandro and Irma Villarreal, both of Brownsville. The 
Grand Piano room will bear the Edelstein family name 
and the Villarreal’s gift will name Parterre Box B “The 
Villarreal-Montemayor Box”.
“Both Irma and I are very excited to be a part of this 
project, the Arts Center, that will include  music 
education and the performing arts,” Villarreal said.
The 49,887-square-foot center will include a stage 
capable of accommodating large orchestra, opera and 
theater productions. Within its distinctive spiral design, 
it also includes teaching studios, rehearsal halls and a 
5,298-square-foot lobby for receptions and art exhibits. 
Gilbert Elizondo, vice president for human resources 
at Keppel AmFELS, said his offshore manufacturing 
company is “as blue-collar as it can get” but still feels 
called to contribute to the university and to higher 
education. The company will sponsor a performance  
hall box.
“You’re always looking for ways to improve yourself 
… and that can only be done through education,” 
said Elizondo, who also serves on the university’s 
Development Board.
Meanwhile,The University of Texas at Brownsville and 
Texas Southmost College is providing more affordable 
opportunities for the community to help build a new 
home for arts education and performance. Friends of the 
arts and the campus community are already signing up 
to sponsor “seats of honor” in its 808-seat performance 
hall. Additional opportunities include purchasing 
commemorative paving stones to honor special family 
members in The Arts Center patio.
“People believe in the dream and want to build the 
legacy, which is the theme of our fundraising campaign,” 
said Dr. Ruth Ann Ragland, UTB/TSC’s vice president 
for Institutional Advancement. “The building will be 
beautiful, but what the building encourages and inspires 
and makes possible will be even more beautiful.”
College district voters approved $18 million in bonds for 
construction of The Arts Center, leaving $6.7 million to 
be raised privately.
Two other gifts include The Sergio and Magda Arguelles 
Box and the Habet Family Concessions.  Both families 
support many community projects in Brownsville and 
Matamoros.
“The Arts Center is a way of introducing wonderful 
culture to the community,” Gigi Habet said. “So, this is 
going to benefit a lot of people and generations to come.
Thanks to recent gifts, many areas of The Arts Center 
have already been named.
Others donors include the Gloria and James D. 
Zellerbach Green Room, The Dr. Roberto and Perla 
Robles Teaching Studio, the International Bank of 
Commerce Orchestra Pit, the Tipton Family Teaching 
Studio, the Neal and Lourdes Simmons Teaching Studio 
and the Mary Elizabeth Holdsworth Butt Lobby Gallery
Campus friends also are organizing a “Jazz for Jay” 
campaign to raise $50,000 for a box in honor of Terry 
Jay Phillips, a beloved professor, musician and former 
dean of the College of Applied Technology and General 
Studies.
To learn more about giving opportunities, please contact 
Ken Turpen, Associate Vice President for Development 
at (956)882-4324 or ken.turpen@utb.edu
benefactors laying future of campus arts scene
TSC Trustees accept a gift from Alejandro and Irma Villarreal for The Arts Center.
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The University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas 
Southmost College’s newly established Institute for 
Public Service has settled into its home, the recently 
restored Kraigher House on Paredes Lines Road.
In 2007, while the restoration crew was painstakingly 
working on the Kraigher House, a group of concerned 
faculty and residents gathered to explore the issue of the 
quality of local, regional, state and national governance. 
The intent of the group was to determine what steps 
could be taken to help maximize the productivity, 
effectiveness and quality of public services.
“The findings substantiated the need for building 
leadership and management skills and capacities in 
those that aspire to honorable public service at all 
levels,” said Michael Putegnat, one of those involved 
and now the founding director of the institute. “It was 
determined that UTB/TSC could serve this need through 
the formation of the Institute for Public Service.” 
“When we first started, the venue was this old rickety 
band hall we have here,” he said. “The big room where 
the band rehearses, that was the performance venue.”
Brownlow said members of the Brownsville Junior 
Service League were early supporters of the series and 
helped by stuffing envelopes and organizing mail-outs 
about the shows.
A range of performers has entertained audiences 
throughout the series since its inception in 1985. Some 
of the campus visitors have included the Chicago 
Chamber Brass, trumpeter Crispian Steele-Perkins 
of Great Britain and soloist Alexander Shtarkmann of 
Russia.
Associate Professor Richard Urbis, artistic director of the 
series from 1990 to 1995 and from 1997 to the present, 
said he typically uses the nonprofit Guitar Foundation 
of America and the Concert Artists Guild to look for 
performers.
all the funding for the series comes 
from donations and subscriptions from 
more than 200 families.
“Basically, we’ve worked miracles every year with a small 
budget,” Urbis said. “What I like about Patron of the Arts 
is that it’s not just a series of distinguished artists.”
The series also partners with student soloists and 
musical groups and faculty to provide other shows. 
“We make sure we have a product that is worth 
promoting, and I always take a long look at quality 
control,” Urbis said.
Patron concerts take place at the Science, Engineering 
& Technology Building Lecture Hall and at Sacred Heart 
Catholic Church in downtown Brownsville. 
Art exhibits are also included in the series.
“we do make a concerted effort to 
bring in outside artists as well as to 
give opportunities for local artists 
and students and faculty,” said 
professor nancy sclight of the fine arts 
department. “there is a broad range of 
exhibits that take place.”
The series will make another move next year when The 
Arts Center opens near Jacob Brown Auditorium.
“We just needed a real hall, and this way, the public is 
never fooled as to where an event is,” Urbis said. 
Paul Kavanaugh, a development research associate in 
UTB/TSC’s Office of the Provost, has had a Patron of the 
Arts membership for several years. He said he likes the 
quality and affordability of the concerts.
“I’ve lived in university towns with huge universities that 
don’t or aren’t able to do what Patron of the Arts does,” 
he said.
The tentative schedule of performers for this year’s 
performance series from mid-September to late April 
includes the Tunkul percussion troupe from Chiapas, 
Mexico, guitarist Gabriel Bianco of Belgium and pianist 
Emile Naumoff of France.
For more on Patron of the Arts, go to http://blue.utb.
edu/finearts/PatronHome.htm.
This is not Putegnat’s first stint with the university. Most 
recently, he was the project manager on the negotiations 
team that worked with Homeland Security to come to a 
mutually agreeable solution for the border wall situation 
as it affected the UTB/TSC campus. He was also a 
member of the TSC Board of Trustees from 1984 to 
1990, serving as chairman of the board for four of those 
years, during which time the first-ever bond issue was 
approved by voters in 1986.
were it not for a partnership 
between the city of brownsville and 
utb/tsc, the 1937 house designed by 
world-renowned architect richard 
neutra would not have been saved. 
On January 1, 2006, the house was leased to the 
university by the city for 99 years for $1 under the 
condition that UTB/TSC restore and maintain the house 
and use it in a manner that would benefit the community.
The house was brought to “as near original condition  
as could be managed,” said restoration team manager 
Larry Lof. 
“To accommodate the institute, we compromised on a 
couple of areas, such as opening a door from the hallway 
into the garage so it could become a conference room,” 
he said.
Putegnat said the institute is “focused on developing 
new ways of building capacity for better governance and 
public management.” 
Programming and other services are well into the 
process of being organized, with a one-year accredited 
Certified Public Management training program 
scheduled to begin in early October 2009.
“Institute classes will be more experiential and case 
method-driven, designed to attract, inform and engage 
the participants,” Putegnat said.
At times, cohorts will meet at the Kraigher House. 
However, class sites will vary, including venues on 
the UTB/TSC campus and the newly remodeled 
International Technology, Education and Commerce 
Center.
The core components of the curriculum are managing 
group decision making, managing people to improve 
programs, leadership academy, managing organizational 
change, resolving conflict and building consensus, crisis 
management and emergency preparedness, strategic 
management in a political environment, managing the 
budget process and public sector negotiations.
After successful completion, a participant will achieve 
a Certificate of Public Management granted by the 
National Certified Public Manager Consortium, which 
monitors and accredits the state programs. 
There are currently 15 public policy institutes nationally, 
including the Gerald R. Ford Institute for Public Policy 
and Service at Albion College in Michigan and the LBJ 
School of Public Affairs Center for Politics & Governance 
at The University of Texas at Austin.
“The (UTB/TSC) institute is built upon the belief 
that public service is honorable and important work,” 
Putegnat said.
historic house  
now home to institute for public service
25 years of  
patron of the arts
The University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas 
Southmost College’s Patron of the Arts Series celebrates 
its 25th anniversary this fall.
The idea for the series came in the mid-1980s when 
Dr. Lura Davidson, a former Fine Arts Department 
chairman, approached UTB/TSC President Dr. Juliet V. 
García, who was then dean of the College of Liberal Arts.
“Basically, (Davidson) wanted to provide the students 
with an opportunity to hear professionals perform live 
music on our campus so that they could be exposed to 
that level of musicianship and, therefore, learn from the 
experience,” said Dr. Art Brownlow, a music professor.
Brownlow was the first director of the series – from 1985 
to 1988 – and once performed with the Border Brass 
quintet during the early years of the series.
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Gerry Fleuriet of Harlingen is the new chairman of 
the UTB/TSC Development Board. A longtime school 
board member in Harlingen, Fleuriet has a life-long 
commitment to all levels of education and all parts of 
Cameron County.
Q: Ms. Fleuriet, why has the Development Board 
been so important to you for so many years?
A: “My work with the Development Board and in higher 
education for the Rio Grande Valley continues to 
be a wonderful adventure. I have served on the 
Harlingen school board for 14 years, and it seemed 
a natural extension to work with one of our partner 
universities. I have taught and volunteered in 
schools for almost all my adult life. I think education 
is the critical piece of our democracy. Being on 
the Development Board has only increased my 
commitment to giving all our students the best 
possible opportunities.”
Q: What are your goals as Development Board chair?
A: “To maintain and increase the support that the 
Development Board provides to the university. In 
these economically challenging times, I do believe 
that is going to require some very serious thought 
as to how we can best support the university while 
we understand the serious needs of our sponsors. It 
truly must be a win-win situation for all of us.”
Q: What is your message to businesses and individuals 
considering support for the university?
A: “We have a wonderful history of working with some 
very special corporate citizens and individuals who 
care about making this community a better place. 
I think supporting the university is of value to them 
because they will be contributing – in the most 
concrete way possible – to the economic, academic 
and social development of the Rio Grande Valley. By 
supporting our students, they are helping to mold 
the future.”
Q: Can you tell us about any specific plans you have?
A: “The Distinguished Lecture Series is a project that 
is particularly dear to my heart. By bringing world-
renowned speakers to campus each year, the DLS 
offers a tremendous value to our students and to the 
larger South Texas community.  We’re very excited 
about early plans to add a second edition of the 
Distinguished Lecture Series in the spring.”
Q: Why is the DLS so important to you?
A: “During my tenure on the board, I’ve served as both 
chair and co-chair of the DLS committee. It has really 
been an extraordinary experience. I’m very proud 
of the broad spectrum of speakers we have brought 
to Brownsville. These are speakers who most of 
us would otherwise never have an opportunity to 
hear in our lifetime. I feel that we have been on an 
intellectual journey in the Distinguished Lecture 
Series that has taken us all around the world.”
Q: What are your other goals in leading the 
Development Board?
A: “This is a very important time in the evolution of 
the university. We have come light years in a very 
short period of time through outstanding leadership, 
academic staff and faculty and students. I see us as 
being in peak form to grow exponentially in the years 
ahead. I think it’s very important that we work to 
support the excellent leadership that we have at this 
critical time.”
Q: Do you believe the current economic climate, which 
affects so many families, will affect university 
enrollment?
A: “I think UTB/TSC already has become the university 
of first choice for more and more students. When 
visitors actually come and see the campus and 
the programs that are pushing higher and higher 
for academic excellence, they are very impressed. 
Just look at our physics department or the music 
department. See how well our education graduates 
do on state certification tests.
“Within this economic climate, it’s going to be very  
appealing to even more students to learn that we 
have a university of first choice right here in our 
own back yard. I am delighted to be serving as the 
chairman of the Development Board at this pivotal 
time because I believe so strongly in this educational 
institution.”
Q&A
q&a development board chair gerry fleuriet
UTB Development Board Members:
Magda g. de Arguelles - Rancho Viejo
Martha Russell Blanton - San Benito
Apolonio Borrego - Brownsville
Rosemary Breedlove - Los Fresnos
Lourdes Simmons Carrasco 
(1st Vice Chair) - Brownsville
Paquita Chavez - Brownsville
Jose Luis De Saro - Matamoros
Irv Downing - South Padre Island
Gilbert Elizondo - Rancho Viejo
Shelley Erwin - Brownsville
Arturo Farias - Brownsville
Robert R. Farris - Harlingen
Gerry Fleuriet (Chairman) - Harlingen
Dennis Franke - Brownsville
Scott Friedman
(2nd Vice Chair) - South Padre Island
Rosie Fruia - Rancho Viejo
Celia Garcia - Raymondville
Emigdio Manuel Garcia - Brownsville
Lee Guerra - Harlingen
Graciela Gutierrez - Brownsville
Gigi Habet - Rancho Viejo
David Handley - Rancho Viejo
Geralyn Kirkpatrick - Brownsville
Virginia Celaya Lowry - Norwalk, CT
Dr. Carlos Marin - Harlingen
Trey Martinez - Brownsville
Jason Edward Moody - Brownsville
Vicki V. Moore - Harlingen
David G. Oliveira - Brownsville
Beth Pace - Brownsville
Jonathan Rebello - Harlingen
Eduardo R. Rodriguez
(Immediate Past Chair) - Brownsville
Michael E. Rodriguez - Brownsville
Yolanda R. Rosenbaum - Brownsville
Fred Rusteberg - Rancho Viejo
Nick Serafy - Brownsville
Anne Shepard - Harlingen
Jim Tipton - Brownsville
Tudor Uhlhorn - Harlingen
Manuel M. Vela - Harlingen
Al Villarreal - Brownsville
Remedios S. Villarreal - South Padre Island
Randolph K. Whittington - Harlingen
Sandra Sweeney Wilson - Austin
L. Nathan Winters - Harlingen
Cassandra Wolfe (Chair Elect) - Brownsville
CLASSES FILL UP FAST. 
    REGISTER 
START AT UTB.EDU OR 
BY CALLING UTB-4YOU. NOW. 
FALL REGISTRATION  
IS NOW UNDER WAY.
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Gilbert Elizondo’s own life and career inspired his 
commitment to The University of Texas at Brownsville 
and Texas Southmost College.
The first in his family to go to college, Elizondo grew up 
in the small community of Woodsboro, north of Corpus 
Christi. Now as vice president for human resources with 
Keppel AmFELS Inc., he is immersed daily in the affairs 
of a worldwide manufacturing enterprise.
“i’ve always known that education 
opens doors in your life. my position in 
a global organization reinforces that 
on a daily basis,” elizondo said. “giving 
back to the community via utb/tsc is 
just a natural fit.”
Elizondo serves on the university’s Development Board, 
raising money for important research, travel and other 
projects for which state money is not available. He also 
works with the university to prepare students for a fast-
changing job market.
“The university is an important pipeline that we utilize 
for employment. Also, we work hand-in-hand with the 
university on training programs and advise them on 
several areas of curriculum,” he said.
Elizondo believes education plays a crucial role 
in preparing the next generation for international 
competition. 
“I don’t think many people realize how small the world is 
and how what’s going on globally affects us here locally,” 
he said.
Elizondo said his other Development Board goal is to 
encourage business leaders to support the university.
“Through my contacts in social and business settings, I 
have an opportunity to tell my peers what’s going on at 
the university and how Keppel AmFELS is participating,” 
he said. “Hopefully, I can spur them on to find ways to 
work with and support the university.”
Keppel AmFELS manufactures drilling platforms and 
vessels for the offshore industry. Elizondo earned his 
B.A. in political science and history from what was then 
Texas A&I University in Kingsville.
development board profile:





dedication to the mission 
of The University of 
Texas at Brownsville 
and Texas Southmost 
College has led to 
new endowments and 
scholarships.
The Gloria M. Ridolfi Endowed Scholarship will provide 
scholarships to cover expenses for fall, spring and 
summer semesters for students in or have been part of 
the Texas Department of Family and Protective Services’ 
Child Protective Services Division.
Ridolfi was born in Nova Scotia and attended Brownsville 
High School and Texas Southmost College. She and her 
husband, Rick, lived in the Washington, D.C. area for  
26 years and now live on South Padre Island. The  
Ridolfis are supporters of the UTB/TSC Arts and 
Entertainment Series. 
The Benazir Bhutto Scholarship Endowment was 
announced late last year honoring the late Pakistan Prime 
Minister Benazir Bhutto. She was UTB/TSC’s Distinguished 
Lecture Series speaker in October 2004 and was killed in 
December 2007 at an election rally in Pakistan.  
Dr. Fitratullah Khan, a UTB/TSC computer science 
professor, endowment organizer and native of Pakistan, 
said the scholarship would honor Bhutto’s beliefs in 
education, democracy and peaceful resolution of issues 
between nations. The Bhutto scholarship will primarily 
be available to women from Pakistan who want to earn a 
higher education.
The UTB/TSC Young Alumni and the Greater Texas 
Foundation Endowment was established in January and 
will be for freshmen or sophomores who graduated with 
at least a 2.0 grade point average in high school and 
were not in the top 10 percent of their graduating class. 
Eligible UTB/TSC students must be enrolled for at least 
six semester credit hours and have at least a 2.5 grade 
point average. Scholarships can be used for all expenses.
Proceeds from the book “Images of America: Charro 
Days in Brownsville” by Dr. Anthony Knopp, a professor 
emeritus in the History Department, and Dr. Manuel 
Medrano, a professor in the Modern Languages 
Department, will benefit a Brownsville Historical 
Association Scholarship Fund for UTB/TSC history 
students. The book’s photographs will come from 
residents’ contributions from the 72-year-old festival 
honoring Brownsville and Matamoros’ binational 
relationship.
continued from page 1 
construction update: rek opens
The administration and education wing, parallel to 
University Boulevard, houses the Campus Recreation 
offices, four classrooms, a seminar conference room, a 
computer lab and a multipurpose studio on the first floor. 
Upstairs are offices for Department of Health and 
Human Performance faculty, staff and department 
chair Dr. Zelma Mata. Two classrooms, plus a motor 
development lab and exercise physiology lab, also are 
located on the second floor.
In addition to all its other benefits, the REK Center also 
will generate student employment, requiring 67 student 
workers. 
“We are all so excited to be in our new facility that we’ve 
envisioned for so long,” said Mata, a member of the 
original REKing Crew. “This modern facility will serve 
to support and enhance educational opportunities, 
teaching and research. It will also play a critical role 
in the promotion of physical fitness, which will greatly 
benefit the community and the region.”
The gymnasium portion can be configured as three 
basketball or volleyball courts or as a total of six 
badminton and pington courts. Surrounding it all 
is a second-level, cantilevered running track, with 
two workout areas, state-of- the-art cardio and 
weight-training equipment, two racquetball courts, a 
multipurpose activity room and locker rooms that lead 
out to the pool area.
The REK Center tower is designed as a social space, 
filled with natural light and furnished with comfortable 
seating. Entering the activity wing, members are greeted 
by a bright blue service counter, where they can check 
out equipment, rent a locker, make racquetball court 
reservations and purchase healthy snacks and drinks.
On the second level above the service counter, computer 
stations are available. There, REK users can check e-mail 
or squeeze in some studying between working out and 
going to class. 
Anchoring the campus’s three-part recreation zone, the 
REK Center is adjacent to Scorpion Field, which opened 
in 1998, and the multipurpose field used for intramural 
sports, club sports and academic instruction. These 
three facilities surround the REK Center’s six-lane, 25-
yard pool.
continued from page 1 
utb/tsc finishes third in  
final four of college chess
Program Director Rusty Harwood said. “Coach Gilberto 
Hernandez did a great job of preparing them. It was just 
an incredible result.”
There was no Most Valuable Player award, but had there 
been one, UTB/TSC freshman Mauricio Flores would 
have received it, despite having a lower United States 
Chess Federation ranking than his UTD and UMBC 
opponents.
Mauricio beat both opponents and his opponent from 
fourth-place Stanford University to account for three 
UTB/TSC points.
No. 2 board Daniel Fernandez won two games, No. 3 
board Max Cornejo won one and No. 4 board Nadya 
Ortiz drew her opponent for a half-point to account for 
the UTB/TSC points.
”Mauricio impressed everyone by beating the top boards 
of the other three schools,” Harwood said.
UMBC now leads UTD in Final Four championships, 5-4.
”I think we surprised a lot of people because usually it's 
just a two-horse race,” Fernandez said. “I think we got a 
lot of people’s attention in this tournament and that we’ll 
be a force to be reckoned with. Being one of the favorites 
is always tough because you’re the hunted.
“At the Pan Am Games and here, we were surprised 
because few people were expecting much from us,” he 
said. ”UMBC was not very happy that we tied them.”
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lucila peña 
endowment
Education was a lifelong passion for Brownsville 
matriarch Lucila Peña in both large ways and small.
She saw six children through college and advanced 
degrees in law and education. She was always looking up 
new words in the dictionary, and in her 70s, as motherly 
and grandmotherly duties allowed, she enrolled in 
French classes at Texas Southmost College.
In honor of that lifelong enthusiasm for learning,  
the Alberto J. and Margaret Dabney Peña family of  
San Antonio – along with Lucila Peña’s 
husband of 66 years, Gustavo J. Peña 
– created the Lucila Peña Memorial 
Scholarship for Student Teachers in the 
School of Education.
Maggie Peña says her mother-in-law was a 
role model for her entire family.
“She offered us all a wonderful example 
of how to live one’s life fully, overcoming 
obstacles to make the most of each day and 
inspiring others to stretch themselves to 
be all that they can be,” Maggie Peña said. 
“She would be very proud to be able to help 
students at UTB/TSC as they work toward 
becoming teachers.”
The Peña endowment in the School of 
Education specifically targets senior 
students who are enrolled as student teachers and 
working toward Texas certification in the areas of early 
childhood, elementary or secondary education.
Ana Lucila Farias Peña, born April 2, 1915, was a direct 
descendent of one of Laredo’s founding families. She and 
her husband moved to Brownsville in 1947 when Gustavo 
became export manager of a Mexican cotton company.
Mrs. Peña was the mother of six children, including 
Alberto, now an attorney in private practice in                  
San Antonio. Two of her children became educators. 
Gustavo Jr. is a school counselor in Brownsville and Ana 
Flores is a retired school administrator in Laredo.  
Another son, Federico F. Pena is an advisor to President 
Barack Obama. Pena was a former mayor for the city of 
Denver and served in the Clinton administration
Maggie Peña says her mother-in-law was fluent in 
English and Spanish and spent hours helping her study 
for state certification as a bilingual teacher. In her 70s, 
Mrs. Peña and a friend decided to add French to their 
linguistic accomplishments.
“It was not unusual to find them sitting at the kitchen 
table doing their homework and practicing the 
conjugation of verbs,” Maggie Peña recalls.
A devoted mother and grandmother, Mrs. Peña was active 
at Sacred Heart Catholic Church. A member of the Pan 
American Round Table Part 1 and the Wednesday Study 
Group, she also served the community as a board member 
for the Moody Clinic and Camille Lightner Playhouse. 
Albert and Maggie Peña are the parents of three 
children - Alberto, Kristin and Laurin – who “adored their 
grandmother.” 
Lucila Peña died on Nov. 23, 2007, at 92.
“there was an educational 
component to every one of her 
endeavors,” maggie peña points out. 
“she exerted a great influence on many 
lives, and this scholarship is intended 
to continue her help to students 
striving to become educators.”
INVESTING FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS
An endowment is a permanent investment with an annual return that will support students of the Rio Grande 
Valley and benefit the entire community.  Endowment funds provide for current needs and future generations. It is 
through the vision of individuals that provide a source of funding for students and programs that universities are 
able to continue our mission.  You can transform a life by contributing to an existing endowment or by establishing a 
new one. Please call Ken Turpen, Associate Vice President for Development at (956)882-4324 or ken.turpen@utb.edu
Raul A. Besteiro, Jr. and the Greater Texas Foundation Endowment
Benazir Bhutto Scholarship Endowment
Marylyn Burns Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Diverse Learners Professional Development Endowment
Yetta Edelstein Scholarship Endowment
Lonnie & Ana Oquin Scholarship Endowment
Lucila Pena Memorial Scholarship for Student Teachers
Rotary Club of Brownsville Sunrise and the Greater Texas Foundation Endowment
Scorpion Family Scholarship Endowment
Texas Medical Alliance: Cameron and Willacy County Greater Texas Foundation Endowment
UTB/TSC Young Alumni and the Greater Texas Foundation Endowment
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Inspiration of what can be
The arts teach us how to live and inspire us 
with the possibilities of what can be. Quality 
of life in communities is proportional to 
investment in children and education. UTB/TSC 
must be a leader in providing the experiences 
to erase perceived  limitations and build dreams 
for tomorrow.
The Arts Center is a symbol of hope and success 
for our future leaders and our community.
When completed, the Arts Center will encompass 
almost 50,000 square feet of arts and education 
space. The 808-seat performance hall will 
accommodate orchestras, operas, and dance and 
theater productions, with a stage capacity of 150 
people. There will be two rehearsal halls and a 
patrons’ room that will also serve as a small recital 
hall and a choral rehearsal room. Five teaching 
studios will be situated throughout the building. 
The first-floor lobby gallery will overlook the 
Fort Brown Resaca and house student and 
guest art exhibits. 
The Arts Center will provide a venue to elevate 
fine arts in the Rio Grande Valley. But it will also 
be a symbol of hope, a world-class arts facility 
that will enrich and enliven our community for 
generations. And for our children, students and 
future community leaders, it holds boundless 
possibilities for the future. Believe the dream. 
Build a legacy.
Seats of Honor
Name a seat in the Art Center’s new 808-seat 
performance hall to honor a family member, a colleague, 
or your department. Seats can be named for honorees 
at a variety of giving levels, and the honoree’s name will 
be inscribed on a plaque at the seat.
Commemorative Pavers
Reserve a commemorative paver to be installed on the 
beautifully landscaped grounds of the Arts Center. The 
four inch by eight inch pavers will be inscribed with two 
lines of custom engraving to recognize your $250 gift 
and your commitment to the arts at UTB/TSC.
Build A  Dream�
Help us create a world-class arts facility for our  
university and our community. No gift is too small.
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